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Abstract: - The growth of the Web and the Internet leads to the development of an ever increasing number of 
interesting application classes. Normal recruitment process is now-a-days used most common method. If a 

company wants an employee immediately, the only way for recruitment is advertising in any media. When the 

appliction is received from the employee it had to be checked for experience, qualifiction etc.  This process 

requires time. 

This paper proposes a method for employee searching by using a user and query dependent ranking. A ranking 

model is presented which is based on  user inputs. This ranking model is acquired from several other ranking 

functions derived for various user-query pairs. This is based on the intuition that similar users display 

comparable ranking preferences over the result of similar queries. The idea of how the ranking can be used is 

provided by this paper. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The success and growth of the Internet and Web leads to the development of a large number of Web 

databases for a variety of applications. Only a Boolean query modelis supported by database systems. If query is 

not selective then too many tuples may be in the answer. It is time consuming to select the most appropriate 

answer .Web databases simplify this task by sorting the query result. Currently this sorting is done on the values 

of a single attribute. The ordering based on multiple attribute values would be closer to the Web user’s 

expectation. A simple Boolean query retrieval model is supported by these database, it often leads to situations 

when too many results are generated in response to a query. In order to find the results that match one’s interest, 

the user has to browse through this large result set – a tedious and time-consuming task. Currently, Web 

databases simplify this task by displaying these results in a sorted order on the values of a single attribute (e.g., 

Price, Mileage, etc.). Relevance measurement is crucial to web search and to information retrieval in general. 
Traditionally, search relevance is measured by using human assessors to judge the relevance of query-document 

pairs. However, explicit human ratings are expensive and difficult to obtain. Millions of people interact daily 

with web search engines at the same time, providing valuable implicit feedback through their interactions with 

the search results. If we could turn these interactions into relevance judgments, we could obtain large amounts 

of data for evaluating, maintaining, and improving information retrieval systems.   

 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND ARCHITECTURE 
The ranking problem can be stated as: “For the query Qj given by the user Ui, find out a ranking function FUiQj 

from W”. Following are the types of ranking problem:  
1. Identifying a ranking function using the similarity model: Given W, determine a user Ux similar to Ui and a 

query Qy similar to Qj such that the function FUxQys exists in W.  

2. Generating a workload of ranking functions: Given a user Ux asking query Qy, based on Ux’s preferences 

towards Qy’s results, determine, explicitly or implicitly, a ranking function FUxQy. W is then established as a 

collection of such ranking functions learnt over different user-query pairs. 

 
Fig 1: User & Query Dependent Ranking Architecture 
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III. RANKING ARCHITECTURE 
The architecture for our user- and query-dependent ranking framework (shown in Figure 1) comprises of two 

components for addressing the subproblems defined above. 

In the first component (Inferring via Browsing Choices), the user’s (U) browsing choices over the query results 
(N) produces the set of relevant results (R). Both these sets (N and R) are fed to the Learning Model that 

deduces the – 

 i) significance of each attribute to establish the set of attribute-weights, and ii) emphasis given by users to 

particular values of an attribute. Taking in consideration the preferences associated with the values, a 

normalization scheme translates the values into their corresponding value-scores. The attribute-weights and the 

value-scores then integrate into the ranking function F that assigns a score to every tuple t in N (given by 

Equation 1): 

score(t) = F(t)                                (1) 

F is termed as the  inferred ranking function  along with the user (U) and the query (Q) are 

loaded into the workload that forms the nucleus over which the second component of our framework is built. At 

the time of query (Q′), the user’s (U′) browsing choices may not always be available and hence the ranking 

function (FU′Q’) cannot be derived. Address this, the second component (Inferring via Similarity Model) is 
formulated for deriving an appropriate ranking function (to rank Q′’s results for U′). This model takes as input, 

the user-query combination and determines, from the workload, a ranking function derived for the most similar 

query (to Q′) given by the most similar user (to U′). This is achieved using the two individual metrics of – user 

similarity and query similarity. Based on the function derived, Q′’s results are ranked using Equation 1 and 

displayed to the user (U′). 

 

IV. SIMILARITY MODEL FOR QUERY RANKING 
When ranking functions are known for a small set of user-query pairs, then the concept of similarity-based 

ranking is aimed. At the time of answering a query asked by a user, if no ranking function is available for this 
user-query pair, the proposed query and user-similarity models can effectively identify a suitable function to 

rank the corresponding results. 

 

V. QUERY SIMILARITY 
For the user U1 from Example-1, a ranking function does not exist for ranking Q1’s results (N1). 

However, from Example-2, it is known that a user is likely to have displayed different ranking preferences for 

different query results. A randomly selected function from U1’s workload is not likely to give a desirable 

ranking order over N1. Meanwhile, the ranking functions are likely to be comparable for queries similar to each 

other [2].  
The proposed paper advances the hypothesis that if Q1 is most similar to query Qy (in U1’s workload), U1 

would display similar ranking preferences over the results of both queries; thus, the ranking function (F1y) 

derived for Qy can be used to rank N1. Similar to recommendation systems, this framework can utilize the 

aggregate function, composed from the functions corresponding to the top-k most similar queries to Q1, to rank 

N1 [2]. This proposal of query similarity into two alternative models: i) query condition similarity, and ii) 

query-result similarity. 

 

Query condition similarity: By comparing the attribute values in the query conditions, the similarity between 

two queries can be determined. Given two queries Q and Q’, each with the conjunctive selection conditions, 

respectively of the form “WHERE A1=a1 AND • • • AND Am=am” and “WHERE A1=a1’ AND • • • AND 

Am=am’. 

  
 

Query result similarity: If two queries are similar, the results are likely to greater similarity. Similarity between 

a pair of queries is evaluated as the similarity between the tuples in the respective query results. Given two 

queries Q and Q’, let their query result be N and N’ . The similarity of query- result between Q and  Q’ is then 

computed as the similarity between the result sets N and N’, given by Equation 2.  

similarity(Q,Q’) =sim(N,N’)              (3) 
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Fig 2: Query similarity model summarized view 

The above figure shows the computation of similarity for the two models. 

 

VI. USER SIMILARITY 
It is known from Example-1 that different users may display different ranking preferences towards the same 

query. Here put forward the hypothesis that if U1 is similar to an existing user Ux, then, for the results of a given 
query (say Q1), both users will show similar ranking preferences; therefore, Ux’s ranking function (Fx1) can be 

used to rank Q1’s results for U1 as well. Given two users Ui and Uj with the set of common queries – {Q1, Q2, ..., 

Qr}, for which ranking functions ({Fi1, Fi2, ..., Fir} and {Fj1, Fj2, ..., Fjr}) exist in W, the user similarity between 

Ui and Uj is expressed as the average similarity between their individual ranking functions for each query Qp 

(shown in Equation 3): 

 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes a model for employee searching by using a user- and query-dependent ranking 

method. By using this method, it solves the Many-Answers Problem which leverages data and workload 
statistics and correlations. The design and maintenance of an appropriate workload that satisfies properties of 

similarity-based ranking is very challenging. 
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